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Abstract - This paper focuses on formalized description of 
technologies as a category of procedural knowledge. It 
describes the model of ontological representation of 
technologies. The authors present the algorithms of staged 
combined design of unified decomposition constructions that 
enable to form decomposition structures of technologies. The 
article introduces the extended algorithm to construct 
ontological representation of technologies. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Modern researchers are increasingly focusing on the 

study of issues connected with improving approaches to 
knowledge representation in the field of systems analysis 
and design. Modern information space is being enriched 
rapidly with procedural knowledge that people gain in the 
process of life exploring new procedures, methods, ways 
of actions, getting new knowledge and exchanging it with 
other people in the process of cooperative activities and 
communication. Technological knowledge is mostly 
procedural as its intended purpose is substantive and 
practical work of every person aimed at transforming the 
surrounding reality [1].  

In this respect, it is quite natural that the interest of 
some researchers in the construction of the ontology of 
processes has significantly increased over the past 
decades. However, some of them argue the fact that real 

methods of developing the ontology of processes exist [2]. 
Main areas of scientists’ activities are given in works [3] – 
[17], which represent the most notable results in the field 
of ontological engineering of processes. It seems 
preferable to use multilevel ontological systems, 
computer-aided design systems and ontological systems 
with active semantics solving the problems connected 
with arrangement of formalized presentation of 
technological knowledge. At the same time, the 
cumulative disadvantage of these systems is that formal 
mechanisms of the technologies’ description at the applied 
level are poorly elaborated. The problem is the absence of 
actions’ consideration as holistic formations, the sets of 
participants in which could determine the relations 
between the corresponding concepts. Also, the problem is 
accompanied with the replacement of the axiomatics of 
ontological models with modern graphical tools for 
arranging and presenting knowledge. 

This article focuses on algorithmic procedures that lay 
the foundation for the implementation of the software 
OntoTechnology [18], that is meant to be used for 
formalized description of technologies. These algorithms 
implement the logical procedures for automated and 
automatic construction of ontological representations of 
technologies [19]. Among them are the technologies of 
clothing production [20], a significant part of construction 
technologies [21] and mechanical engineering 
technologies [22].    
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The author in work [23] represents by a tuple the model 

of ontological representations of technologies according 
to which the ordered set of unified decomposition 
constructions (UDC) forms decomposition structure of 
technology (DST):                                                 

>=< FPTDOntTech ,, ,   (1) 

where 


u
uTDTD =  - a set of concepts of 

technological actions; P  - intra-level relation of 
immediate precedence that is used to describe the relations 
between fully formed private concepts of one level of 
decomposition UDC; F  –  inter-level relation of “part-
whole” that is used to describe the relations between every 
fully formed private concepts and the already fully formed 
holistic concept UDC. 

The model of the concept of technological action that 
is the basic representation of every technological action 
located in the nodes of DST, is represented by a tuple [24]: 

>=< uuuuuuu ZHWXYTPTD ,,|,, ,   (2) 

where uTD  – a concept of technological action,  – a 

kernel of the concept, uY  – a set of resulting components, 

uX  – a set of source components, uW  – a set of invariant 

components, uH  – a set of cost characteristics, uZ – a set 
of own characteristics.  

The process of constructing a formalized description 
of technologies is to implement the theoretical 
propositions formulated and proved in work [23]. They 
make DST formation possible by means of staged 
combined design of UDC starting with the root 
representations of technologies. 

The implementation of main stages of UDC 
construction goes in accordance with the execution of the 
following algorithmic procedures (dotted line in “Fig. 1”): 

1. The algorithm for the automated construction of 
decomposition of a preliminary formed concept (stage of 
downward design);  

2. The algorithm for the automatic determination of 
relations between fully formed private concepts (stage of 
intra-level design);  

3. The algorithm for the automatic determination of 
the complete formation of a holistic concept (stage of 
upward design). 

 

 
Fig. 1. Staged algorithmic procedures for constructing UDC 

 
Further, the process of construction UDC will be 

described using the example of UDC at the apex with the 
concept λ  DST level. Main patterns of this process’ 
implementation are given in works [25] – [27]. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The algorithm for the automated construction of 
decomposition of a preliminary formed concept 

The algorithm is given in “Fig. 2”. Block 2 performs 
the initial initialization of each set determining the 
structure of the concept 

mlji
TD ληβα ,,...,, by empty sets. 

Then the elements of the kernel 
mlji

TP ληβα ,,...,,  and set 

mlji
Y ληβα ,,...,, of the concept 

mlji
TD ληβα ,,...,, are manually 

entered. After that, the verification of the fact of their 
cumulative non-emptiness is implemented. If this 
condition is true, then a message is displayed stating that 
“Concept 

mlji ,,...,,DT ληβα′ is preliminary formed”. 

Otherwise, a message is displayed stating that “Concept 

mlji
TD ληβα ,,...,,  is not preliminary formed” and then we 

come back to manual entry stage. 
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Fig. 2. Block-diagram of the algorithm for the automated construction of decomposition of a preliminary formed concept 

 
Block 3 performs the verification of the 

determination of set /
,,...,, mlji

Y ληβα of preliminary 

formed concept
 

/
,,...,, mlji

TD ληβα  as a collection of sets 



n

mji
Y

1

/
,,...,,

=µ
µλβα   if 2≥n . If this condition is not true, 

then a message is displayed stating that “Decomposition 
of preliminary formed concept /

,,...,, mlji
TD ληβα is failed to 

be built” (block 4). After that, the elements of the sets
 

mlji
X ληβα ,,...,, ,

mlji
W ληβα ,,...,, and 

mlji
H ληβα ,,...,, of 

concept 
mlji

TD ληβα ,,...,, are offered to be entered 

manually in block 5. Then the verification of the fact of 
their cumulative non-emptiness is implemented in block 
6. If this condition is true, then a message is displayed 
stating that “Concept 

mlji
TD ληβα ,,...,,  is already fully 

formed” (block 7) and there is a transition directly to 
block 19 at the end of the algorithm. Otherwise, we 
come back to block 5. If the condition from block 3 is 
true, then in block 8 the kernel /

,,...,, mlji
TP ληβα is 

determined as a collection of sets of kernels 



n

mji
TP

1

/
,,...,,

=µ
µλβα   if 2≥n  (axiomatic property 3) 

[23]. After that, block 9 displays a message stating that 
“Concept /

,,...,, mlji
TD ληβα  is a preliminary formed 

holistic concept”. 
Block 10 illustrates how to loop through each of the 

concepts 


n

1
,,...,, mji

TD
=µ

µλβα . Block 11 performs the 

initial initialization of each set determining the structure 
of the concept µλβα ,,...,, mji

TD  by empty sets. Then the 

elements of the kernel µλβα ,,...,, mji
TP  and set 

µλβα ,,...,, mji
Y of the concept µλβα ,,...,, mji

TD   are 

manually entered. After that, the verification of the fact 
of their cumulative non-emptiness is implemented. If 
this condition is true, then a message is displayed stating 
that “Concept /

,,...,, µλβα mji
TD is a preliminary formed 

private concept”. Otherwise, a message is displayed 
stating that “Concept µλβα ,,...,, mji

TD  is not a 

preliminary formed private concept” and then we come 
back to manual entry stage. After that, the elements of 
the  sets

 µλβα ,,...,, mji
X , µλβα ,,...,, mji

W  and 
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µλβα ,,...,, mji
H of concept µλβα ,,...,, mji

TD are offered to 

be entered manually in block 12. Then the verification 
of the fact of their cumulative non-emptiness is 
implemented in block 13. If this condition is true, then a 
message is displayed stating that “Concept 

µλβα ,,...,, mji
TD  has become a fully formed private 

concept” (block 16) and there is a transition directly to 
block 10 to the next concept. Otherwise, the verification 
of the fact of cumulative emptiness  of sets µλβα ,,...,, mji

X
, µλβα ,,...,, mji

W  and µλβα ,,...,, mji
H of concept 

µλβα ,,...,, mji
TD  is implemented in block 14. If this 

condition is true, then a message is displayed stating that 
“Concept /

,,...,, µλβα mji
TD is still a preliminary formed 

private concept” (block 17) and there is a transition 
directly to block 10 to the next concept. Otherwise, a 
message is displayed stating that “This determination of 
the private concept µλβα ,,...,, mji

TD  is impossible” 

(block 15) and there is a transition directly to block 12. 
After looping through each of the private concepts 



n

1
,,...,, mji

TD
=µ

µλβα , their number is displayed n (block 

18). Then there is a transition directly to block 19 at the 
end of the algorithm. 
 

The algorithm for the automatic determination of 
relations between fully formed private concepts 
This algorithm is given in “Fig. 3”. Block 2 

illustrates how to loop through each of the private 

concepts 


n

1
,,...,, mji

TD
=µ

µλβα .  

Block 3 performs verification of the fact either 
certain private concept µλβα ,,...,, mji

TD
 
is fully formed. 

If this condition is true, a message is displayed stating 
that “Concept µλβα ,,...,, mji

TD  is a fully formed private 

concept” (block 6). Otherwise, a message is displayed 
stating that “Concept /

,,...,, µλβα mji
TD  is a preliminary 

formed private concept” (block 4). After that, a message 
is displayed stating that “It is impossible to establish a 
relation P for preliminary formed private concept 

/
,,...,, µλβα mji

TD ” (block 5) and there is a transition back 

to block 2 to the next concept.
 

Block 7 checks the existence of this fully formed 
private concept 

smji
TD µλβα ,,...,,  

for certain fully formed 

private concept µλβα ,,...,, mji
TD  to fulfill the condition 

that 
smjimji

XY µλβαµλβα ,,...,,,,...,, = . If this condition is 

true, a message is displayed stating that “There is only 
one such fully formed private concept µλβα ,,...,, mji

TD , 

which has a relation P with fully formed private concept 

smji
TD µλβα ,,...,, ”.  

Also, there is a graphical drawing of the relation P 

from fully formed private concept 
 µλβα ,,...,, mji
TD  to 

fully formed private concept 
smji

TD µλβα ,,...,,  (block 8), 

and there is a transition back to block 2 to the next 
concept. Otherwise, block 9 checks the existence of this 
fully formed private concept 

smji
TD µλβα ,,...,,  for certain 

fully formed private concept µλβα ,,...,, mji
TD  to fulfill 

the condition that  
smjimji

XY µλβαµλβα ,,...,,,,...,, ⊂ . If 

this condition is false, a message is displayed stating that 
“This fully formed private concept 

smji
TD µλβα ,,...,, , 

there is a relation between P and certain fully formed 
private concept µλβα ,,...,, mji

TD
 
does not exist” (block 

10), and there is a transition back to block 2 to the next 
concept. Otherwise, block 11 checks the existence of the 
set of these fully formed private concepts 



n

1k
,,...,, kvmji

TD
′

=
µλβα  for certain fully formed private 

concept µλβα ,,...,, mji
TD to fulfill the condition that

 

)X\X(Y *
,,...,,,,...,,

n

1k
,,...,, smjismjikvmji µλβαµλβαµλβα ⊆

′

=


. If 

this condition is true, there is a graphical  
drawing of the 

relation P from fully formed private concept
 

µλβα ,,...,, mji
TD  to fully formed private concept 

smji
TD µλβα ,,...,,  (block 12), and there is a transition back 

to block 2 to the next concept. Otherwise, and there is a 
transition back to block 8, and then back to block 2 to 
the next concept. After looping through each of the 

private concepts 


n

1
,,...,, mji

TD
=µ

µλβα  (block 2) there is a 

transition back to block 13 at the end of the algorithm. 
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Fig. 3. Block-diagram of the algorithm for the automatic determination of relations between fully formed private concepts 

 
The algorithm for the automatic determination of the 

complete formation of a holistic concept 
This algorithm is given in “Fig. 4”. Block 2 

illustrates how to loop through each of the private 

concepts 


n

1
,,...,, mji

TD
=µ

µλβα . Block 3 checks the 

existence of this fully formed private concept 

qmji
TD µλβα ,,...,,  for certain fully formed private concept 

µλβα ,,...,, mji
TD to fulfill the condition that 

µλβαµλβα ,,...,,,,...,, mjiqmji
XY = . If this condition is true, 

set 
mlji ,,...,,X ληβα  of a holistic concept 

mlji
TD ληβα ,,...,,  

is the same (block 4) and there is a transition to block 8. 
If the condition from block 3 is not fulfilled, block 5 
checks the existence of this fully formed private concept 

qmji
TD µλβα ,,...,,  for certain fully formed private concept 

µλβα ,,...,, mji
TD  to fulfill the condition that 

µλβαµλβα ,,...,,,,...,, mjiqmji
XY ⊂ . If this condition is true, 

the set 
mlji ,,...,,X ληβα  of the holistic concept 

mlji
TD ληβα ,,...,,  is replenished with a complement 

*
,,...,, mji

X\ µλβα  of a set µλβα ,,...,, mji
X  of a fully formed 

private concept µλβα ,,...,, mji
TD   (block 6) and there is a 

transition to block 8. If the condition from block 5 is not 
true, the set 

mlji ,,...,,X ληβα  
of the holistic concept 

mlji
TD ληβα ,,...,,  is replenished with a set µλβα ,,...,, mji

X  

of a certain fully formed private concept µλβα ,,...,, mji
TD  

(block 7) and there is a transition to block 8.  
In blocks 8-9 there is a determination of sets 

mlji
W ληβα ,,...,,  and 

mlji
H ληβα ,,...,,  

of the holistic concept 

mlji
TD ληβα ,,...,,  (in accordance with axiomatic 

properties 7 и 8) [23]. After that, there is a transition 
back to block 2 to the next concept. After looping 
through all fully formed private concepts 



n

1
,,...,, mji

TD
=µ

µλβα  (block 2), the message is displayed 

stating that “A fully formed holistic concept 

mlji
TD ληβα ,,...,,  

is obtained” (block 10). Looping 

through all fully formed private concepts 



n

1
,,...,, mji

TD
=µ

µλβα   is organized again (block 11) with 

the aim of graphical drawing of the relation F  from 
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each fully formed private concept µλβα ,,...,, mji
TD

  
to the 

already fully formed holistic concept 
mlji

TD ληβα ,,...,,  

(block 12). When the process is finished, there is a 
transition to block 13 at the end of the algorithm.  

It is significant to note that the information about 
every sets’ objects of the source components of fully 
formed private concepts µλβα

µ
,,...,, mji

TD , taking part 

in formation of set 
mlji ,,...,,X ληβα  of fully formed 

holistic concept 
mlji ,,...,,TD ληβα  can be kept in 

specialized domain ontologies grouped by raw 

materials. Model of each ontology of this kind ObjOnt , 
can be determined as the following tuple [28]: 

>=< ObjObjObjObj G,E,DOnt ,   (3) 

where ObjD  – set of objects’ concepts; ObjE  – set 

of properties of objects’ concepts; ObjG  – “genus-
species” relation with multiple inheritance.  

Thus, the systematization of the concepts of the sets’ 
objects of the source components of fully formed 
concepts TD by means of automated methods 
constructing of domain ontologies allows to make the 
“repair” of DST in terms of adjusting the subject 
orientation of fully formed concepts TD  [29]. 

 
Fig. 4. Block-diagram of the algorithm for the automatic determination of the complete formation of a holistic concept 

Extended algorithm for the construction of the 
formalized description of technologies 

This algorithm is given in “Fig. 5”. Block 2 performs 
the initial initialization of some positions in index 
sequence of root concept DST. Blocks 3-4 give the 

illustration of stages of downward and intra-level design 
of UDC. Then, the values of index sequences of 
preliminary formed concepts of this decomposition level 
are identified (block 5). Block 6 checks either all 
concepts of this decomposition level are fully formed. If 
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this condition is not true, there is a fixation of a 
preliminary formed private concept with the already 
incremented number of positions in index sequence 
(block 7) with the transition back to block 3. In case the 
condition of block 6 is true, stage of upward design of 
UDC is implemented (block 8). After that, there is a 
fixation in block 9 of a fully formed holistic concept 
with the already decremented number of positions in 

index sequence. Block 10 verifies either the root concept 
of UDC is reached. If this condition is not true, there is 
a transition to block 4. This way, if the condition of 
block 10 is true, a message is displayed stating that “The 
formalized description of the technology is BUILT!” 
(block 11) and there is a transition to block 12 at the end 
of the algorithm. 

 
Fig. 5. The extended algorithm for the construction of the formalized description of technologies 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
This article describes original algorithms of 

construction of formalized description of technologies 
that are different from existing ones as they constructing 
ontological hierarchies of concepts based on 
predetermined decomposition features, automatic 
establishment of relations between concepts of the same 
decomposition level and automatic receiving full 
information about concepts located in root nodes of DST 
based on the implemented principle of level-by-level 
knowledge aggregation.  

The consideration of the models’ peculiarities and 
algorithms that are constructed lets us conclude that the 
method of formalized description of technologies is 
developed. This method is different from existing ones 
as it gives a possibility to form DST based on staged 
combined design of UDC with the aim of structuring the 
representation of knowledge about technologies with 
varying degrees of details [23].   

The developed models and algorithms of formalized 
description of technologies and the software 
OntoTechnology [30] that has proved its efficiency can 
serve as a basis for creating tools for computer operation 
of technological knowledge in order to improve the 

efficiency of solving a wide range of practical problems: 
constructing specialized stores for describing 
technologies, selecting the most suitable technologies, 
analyzing expert studies of technologies, developing 
educational and methodological and training complexes, 
and also can become the basis for supporting the 
processes of technology synthesis. 
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